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The latest recycling industry news

The recently formed Glass Recycling Foundation has
a goal of raising $1 million over the next year to
invest in glass recycling projects, according to a
leader of the nonprofit entity.

Exports of recycled paper and plastic
fall again
U.S. exports of scrap paper and plastic
continued to drop in February, marking the
fourth straight month of declining
shipments for both commodities.

“All grants will be made with the public benefit first
and foremost – increasing glass recycling in
communities across the country,” said Lynn Bragg,
board president of the Glass Recycling Foundation
(GRF).

Groups warn that ‘recycling is not
enough’

Announced in a press release April 16, GRF is
described as the first foundation focused solely on funding glass recycling initiatives. The 501(c)(3)
nonprofit group was formed to raise funds and provide grants for projects that fill gaps in the U.S.
glass recycling supply chain and increase the amount of cullet available for manufacturers.

As international leaders consider action in
response to plastic pollution,
environmental activists are arguing that
turmoil around scrap exports is
exacerbating the problem.

GRF will work closely with the Glass Recycling Coalition (GRC), a group founded by the Glass
Packaging Institute (GPI) in 2016. GRC conducts research and provides best practices for glass
recycling. For example, last year, the group published the results of a survey of more than 300
professionals involved in the recovered glass supply chain. It provided insight into how glass is
currently handled in recycling programs across the country. GPI has also provided funding for
localized glass recycling projects.

Note From the Founder: Reflections
on a gratifying career
After selling Resource Recycling to a trade
group, our company’s longtime leader
looks back on the industry innovation and
personal connections that have defined
his four decades in the business.

As a nonprofit foundation, GRF can receive donations from foundations of all types, government
agencies, companies and individuals, Bragg noted. GRC will continue as a collaborative membership
project providing technical and educational resources, tracking areas that need assistance and
identifying corrective measures, she said. GRF will be able to help fund projects identified by GRC.

Florida MRF meets local and regional
demand
More than two years after a single-stream
sorting facility launched on the coast of
Florida, a funding partner has reported
positive results for recycling in the area.

“Engagement of public sector partners in GRF funded projects will be a key factor in eligibility for
funding,” she said.
Projects identified by GRC that need funding include glass processing equipment at MRFs, glass
aggregation sites in more rural areas and more drop-off locations to complement curbside
collection.

Dispatches from Europe: Packaging
reuse in the spotlight

Research has already been conducted into needed investments, including an in-depth 2017 report
by Closed Loop Partners. Bragg said GRC and GRF know the funding need is large, with some
estimates of needed investments in the tens of millions of dollars.

New regulations in Europe are opening
opportunities for business that offer
replacements for single-use packaging.
And that trend could soon be growing in
other areas of the world.

“We know that investments are made every year by both private and public agencies in
strengthening our glass collection and processing infrastructure,” she said. “GRF grants will be
targeting areas that need help in leveraging this private and public investment through joint
funding.“

Nestlé Waters CEO: 100% packaging
recovery is possible
The leader of one of the world’s largest
bottle water businesses recently detailed
the company’s recycling strategy, noting it
supports deposit legislation and other
steps to boost supply.
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More stories about glass
Glass collection returns to Houston with MRF opening
Illinois recovered glass end user to close
Aggregate producer to use more post-consumer glass

Waste Management unveils major
merger
The largest residential garbage and
recycling company in North America plans
to get a lot bigger with a nearly $5 billion
acquisition.
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